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MULTIPLE: ELECTRIC PIjUG‘ TAP WITH’ 
MEANS Tosneunn 
THERETO" All-birionenmijasg 

This invention relates itoiplugs-for-electric cords; 
and1 the like and in" particulars- a plug1 having-1 
prongs‘ of? the conventional» type extended there' 
frome and- a threaded‘ collar positioned to coactiv 
with the:~ prongs» for locking the» plug in- position 
upon a: wall‘- outlet or» the like-and in‘ which.the1 
plug is- also- providedl with~ threaded‘ rims-1posi— 
tionedi around'l prong‘ receiving socketsI the con-\ 
necting similar-iplugs-thereto. 
The; purpose of.» this. invention is to provide a 

three way or multiple outlet plug for connecting 
a plurality of , electric, cords to a’ common outlet 
whereby cords‘ extended‘ from the‘ plug’ and‘ also 
the plug are. positivel'ye secured. in: position so 
that accidental separation of: the plugs or oflthe; 
multipleiplugg from the wall sockettis prevented. 

In.;t;he conventionaltype of threeway ormultie» 
pie;- plugj where contact prongs. extend fromone; 
sideandtprong receiving openingseare providedim 
otherzparts thereof, ‘the weight ofra?lcord extended 
from the plug has a tendency to withdraw the 
multiple plug from a wall socket and where only 
prongs are used for connecting cords to the mul 
tiple plug the plugs of the cord are accidentally 
withdrawn or partly withdrawn whereby short 
circuits are caused and damage often results ’ 
therefrom. With this thought in mind this in 
vention contemplates a plug which combines the 
conventional contact prongs with a threaded 
locking cap whereby the plug is positively se 
cured in a wa11 receptacle and also a plug that 
includes the conventional contact prong receiv 
ing slots or openings with threaded rims around 
the openings whereby plugs of a similar type may 
be positively secured thereon. 
The object of this invention is, therefore, to 

provide a multiple plug which is designed to re 
ceive plugs of electric cords in which the plugs 
of the cords are of the combination type which 
combine the conventional prongs with threaded 
locking elements for positively securing the plugs 
in contacting relation with the multiple plug. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a multiple plug that is designed to receive com 
bination contact prongs and screw locking ele 
ments of electric cord plugs which is also adapted 
to receive conventional plugs of electric cords. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved multiple plug for providing means 
for attaching a plurality of electric cords to a 
common wall outlet and wherein both contact 
prongs and screw locking elements are used for 
connecting electric cord plugs thereto, which is 
of a simple and economical construction. 
With these and other objects and advantages in 
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viewstheiinventionembodies a plughaving 1a body 
formedi in two sections1 with; a. mounting: disc‘: 
having; an. annular‘ flange thereon- positioned)‘ on» 
one of’; the sections; spaced; contact-prongs exe 
tended from the sections of the body and-through 
the; mounting disc: and; any internally threaded 
collar-r rotatably. mounted‘. on‘ said1 mounting» disc; 
thelsaidésections- ofFth-e body having ’a.lplurality.-ofi 
sockets: including prongf receiving 'slotsl and;i 
threadedv r-imsgaroun‘d thelslots-epositioned'i on the 
outensurfaceslthereofi 

(other: features» ands‘ advantagesi of‘‘ the; invene 
tion. will appean from the" following-=7 description; 
taken: in‘: connectiort with- the: drawing wherein-r 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section through'th‘e‘ 

improvedi'multipl'e plug. beingrtaken: on: line-1 I’-'-'I 
of»: Eigr, 2:. 

Eigure; is; az section, through: the. plug; takenz 
011; 1.1111?!‘ - Zr-Z' 0f? 31%;. . 

Figure-3 is; a side;~ elevationalg view,‘- of . the; plug; 
looking toward one of the outlet sockets thereof 
and showing the plug on a reduced scale. 
Figure 4 is a similar view looking toward one 

side of the plug and illustrating the relative posi 
tions of the outlet sockets thereof. 
Referring now to the drawing wherein like 

reference characters denote corresponding parts 
the improved multiple or three way plug of this 
invention includes a plug body formed with sec 
tions it] and II, a mounting disc I2 which is se~ 
cured to the section II by a bolt I3 and a collar 
I4 that is freely rotatable on the mounting disc 
I2. 
The section III of the body is provided with 

elongated slots I5 and I8 and complementary sec 
tions I‘! and I8 of the slots are provided in the 
section II, as shown in Fig. 3. Connecting slots 
I9 and 26 extend through the section II of the 
body with the inner ends thereof communicating 
with the lower sections I‘! and I8 of the slots. 
The section I0 of the body is also provided with 
slots 2| and 22 through which prongs 23 and 2d 
extend respectively and, as shown in Fig. 1, the 
inner ends of the prongs are provided with spring 
arms 25 and 26 that are positioned to contact 
prongs inserted in the slots I9 and. 28, respec 
tively. 
The inner sections 2'? and 23 of the prongsv 

23 and 25 extend outwardly into recesses 29 
and 3G in the side walls of the slots of the sec— 
tions of the plug body, and as illustrated in Fig. ' 
2 the section 27 of the prong 23 is connected to 
a transversely disposed clip 3i by a rivet 32 and 
the ends of the clip are provided with spring con 
tact sections 33 and 34 which extend into slot 
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15. The section 28 of the prong 24 is provided 
with a similar clip which is indicated by the 
numeral 35 and the clip 35 is provided with 
spring contact sections 36 and 31 and these sec 
tions extend into the slot H3. The clip 35 is se 
cured to the section 28 of the prong by a rivet 
38. 
The contact ends 33, 34, 36 and 37 also extend 

into the complementary sections of the slots I5 
and I6 and the ends of the slots extend into 
counterbores 39 and 40 in opposite sides of the 
plug body whereby similar contact prongs or 
prongs of conventional electric plugs may be in'-} 
serted in the slots to contact the spring contact 
sections of the clips. 
The counterbores 39 and 40 which extend into 

both sections 10 and H of the plug body are sur 
rounded with threaded rims 4| and s2 upon which 
collars similar to the collar 14 of similar plugs 
may be threaded. 
The slots I9 and 20 also extend into a similar 

counterbore 43 in the side of the plug opposite 
to that from which the prongs 23 and 24 extend 
and the counterbore 43 is provided with a thread 
ed rim 44. 
The mounting disc i2 is provided with an an 

nular flange 55 and a similar inwardly extended 
annular ?ange 45 on the collar Hi extends over 
the ?ange 45 whereby the collar is freely rotat 
able on the mounting disc. With the prongs 23 
and 24 inserted in prong receiving slots or open 
ings in the plug or wall receptacle the collar It; 
may be threaded on a rim 4'! positioned on the 
outer surface of a wall plate 48 of a receptacle or 
outlet box. 
With the parts arranged in this manner the 

improved multiple outlet plug of this invention 
is inserted in an outlet box or wall receptacle by 
placing the prongs 23 and 24 in the conventional 
slots or openings of the receptacle and with the 
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prongs in position the collar I4 is threaded on a 
rim or other extension on the base or wall plate 
of the receptacle, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

It will be understood that modi?cations may 
be made in the design and arrangement of the 
parts without departing from the spirit of the 
invention, 
What is claimed is: 
A plug having multiple faces for electric ?x 

ture cords formed of two similarly shaped sec 
tions, a mounting disc having an enlarged an 
nular ?ange in engagement with one face of said 
plug, an externally threaded rim surrounding the 
outer faces’ of the said plug, a bolt extending 
through said sections and mounting disc to re 
tain the same in ?xed relation to each other, a 
collar having an externally threaded portion and 
an internal ?ange, the collar being mounted on 
the mounting disc so that the ?ange of the collar 
will engage the flange of the disc whereby the 
collar is rotationally mounted on said mounting 
disc, prongs extending outwardly of the plug ' 
within the collar mounted on said disc, prong re 
ceiving sockets in the other faces of said plug, 
electric contacts in said plug and positioned to 
engage prongs inserted in said-sockets and the 
said collar adapted to be mounted on the threaded 
external rim of a similarly formed plug to retain 
the two plugs in ?xed relation to each other. 
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